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Eastern Washington State College

IBM Equipment .
Allers Procedure
For. Fan Quarter
International Business Machines equipment will be µtilized for registration procedures at the beginning of fall
quarter. For this reason a completely revised procedure of
registration will be outlined in
the 162-63 schedule of classes,
which will be available about
September 1, will be necessary.

I

In order to register by IBM
it will be necessary to ' have
a complete registration packet
pre-punched prior to registration for all students who plan
to · enroll.

For the above reason, it will
be necessary for all former
student~ who plan ·to register
to fill out a "Former Student
Returning Card" and. return it
to the registrar's office no lat. er than September 10.
Eastern's postal clerk spent a frantic a!ternoon last week
Th~se cards will be1available
for distribution about the end
tearing address labels from over 2,000 copies of the "Town of June. Failure to file this
Crier". "Crier" editors succeeded in eapturing one of the' usually card by September 10 will result in the denial of -registraconfidential student address listings but unfortunately for , the tion for that quarter since no
packet will be available . for.
post office, the list did not include box nu~bers for the indi- the students' use.
.
·

Stanley and Bigge R.ecei.ve
Top Honors at Awards Con
Outstanding Senior Woman and Man of the Year were two
honors awarded at the annual awards Thursday. Besides these
awards, , 58 others were awarded by Associate Students and
groups 1 0n campus.
F'riscilla Bigge was named
Outstanding Woman by members of the Associated Women
students. Jerry Stanley, AS executive vice-president, was chosen Man of the Year by the Associated Men students.

The Faculty Recognition
award was· given td Dr. Ralph
Manzo, who was cited by the
EWSC Student council for this
honor. Dr. Manzo directs all of
Eastern's vocal groups and
soloists and was in char~e of
the all-college production 'Carousel."
Top Ten Senior awards went
to Stanley, Miss Bigge, Mary
Buntrock, Richard Ator, Robert Johnson, Rich -Hilty, Walt
Hartman, Jack Benson, Susan
Keller and David H. Lewis.,
The superior student scholcstic achievement , award, a

$600 sch~larship, was award"
to Jeanell Halverson. A foreign
1
·
'·
St"'dents who are in attend- student . superior scholastic
vidual students. Shown above are some of the remains of a an~· ~t ,. ~.!IS!~rn this q~•rt~r achievemept award for a similar ~ ar,,o~t was award,~ to
busy afternoon.
.w,tJ.•automet,ciiHy_have- a reg- · Giampiero
Pecelli.
istration pac;ket prepared for
them artd it will not be necesOther honorary scholarships
sary. for them to file a "For- went to Charlotte Pare, win. mer Student Returning Card." ner of the Graham Dressler

ASC BANQUET SET FOR TOMORROW NIGHT

.ThiS' will also be true for
students who have been admitted to Eastern for fall quar-

Memorial scholarship, and to
Betty Kracher, recipient of the
Passing the arrow, the transfer of ASC authority to 1962-63
Graham Dressler Freshman
Leadership scholarship. Both
c~uncil officers will occur' May 31 at the ASC banquet at , the ter.
Coeur d'Alene hotel in Spokane. At this time the AS summer
Those students in attendance . of these awards are named in
. chairmen will also be selected.
' during summer quarter, but honor of the late Dr. Graham
not during spring quarter, Dressler, head of the EWSC dimust file the "Former Student vision of language and litertype
of
experien
e
for
all
stuNew council officers receivReturning
Card."
dents
and
hoped
to
interest
ature.
··
ed their initiation of procedure
more
Easterners
in
participatat last week's council meeting,
which they conducted under ing in these activities.
the approving eyes of the outgoing officers. In charge of
next year's council are Larry EWSC STUDENTS
1
Little, president; Sharon PerPLAN
STUDY
AND
kins, executive vice president;
Sue Heimsjo, activities vice TRAVEL IN EUROPE
Study music for all students will be the offer made by KEWC
president; Janet Gleason, secrefor
the remainder of spring quarter. Until June 8 KEWC will
Studies and travel in France
tary; a~d Charles Sodorff,
and Sw'itzerland will -highlight be broadcasting FM prograIQming from 8 a. :m.. until 6 p. m.
treasurer.
In cooperation with KREM KEWC.
the coming months for three
Approval of Joan McCallum, Eastern students.
radio in Spokane, · KEWC will
"We (at KEWC) are just geteditor, and Ed Uhrig, associate
rebroadcast FM music over ting started. Departments are
editor of the Easterner for
Miss Dawn Nagy and Cris .L\M frequency at 665 on any wide open. This is a good
summer quarter was granted. Brown, both sophomores at radio.
chance for students to get
The '62-'63 slate has Sharon Eastern will depart from the
Station manager Les Rasch- started."
Williams
Easterner
editor United ·States June 15. Also ko explained that this progr-am
--·--'-------Fall and winter quarters, and making the trip will be Paul is used much in the eastern
Joan Mccallum editor for the Stokes, a senior.
part of the country, but Eastspring quarter. The two will
Miss Nagy and Brown will ern is the first college west of
trade positions as associate ed- spend
a:P,proximately
12 the Appalachian mountains to
itors during this time, with Ed months studying abroad. Mr. employ this method. He furth•
Uhrig filling the managing edi- Stokes will go for the summer ~r explained that this will
tor post for the year.
school session only.
make good programming for
'rhey all plan to begin their the students.
·
Kinnikinick and radio posi- studies at the Sorbonne, UniDuring the programming of
tions were tabled for further versity of Paris, this summer.
A special graduating senior
the
converted FM frequency award
At the end of this season,
di5cussion. Mr. Patrick McManfor outstanding work
us, journali~m advisor, and the when Paul Stokes returns to music there will be only news was presented to Kingo ShirAS officers will meet to discuss the United States, Miss Nagy interruptions on the hour. Be- aishi, a student from Japan, at
the positions and the applica- will travel to Neuchatel Uni- ginning at 6 p. m. many of the the annual awards convocation
tions.
versity in Switzerland and previously scheduled programs last Thursday.
Applications are still open Chris Brown will attend a uni- will still be heard.
Kingo, who has sponsored
Raschko also emphasized two international student art
for the annual positions. The versity in southern France.
editor will receive $500 for the
He said in a recent inter- that music from KREM will be shows at EWSC in two years,
year, with $300 paid to the as- \'iew that he is still undecided "good Montavani type music." graduated from Eastern at the
KEWC will , go off the air end of winter quarter. Because
sociate editor. The council is as to what university he will
eager to receive applications attend.
with the close <>f / spring quar- of this, he was ineligible for
for the positions and requests
~iss Nagy and Brown both ter.
one of the top ten senior
all interested · persons to see expressed· the feeling that the
When school reopens in the awards.
Mr. McManus at the Kinnik- only way to le~rn a language fall, Raschko urged "all stuFor this reason, foil owing a
inick office before Friday, well i~ to study it iq its ·C04Q· dents who are coming back to special award proposal from
June 1.
trJ. For this reason, with much college In the fall to gain ex- the top 10 semor committee,
Radio manager was also tab- preparation on their part and perience in their maior field an "Ambassador Kingo Award"
was introduced.
led to enable a revamping of the part of their advisor, Miss as KEWC staff members.
"Areas for consideration are
For outstanding service to
the qualifications and govern- Dickenson, a~sociate professor
ing laws. Mr. Stan Witter, of languages, they will make secretarial, journalism, radio, Eastern Washington State colnews, newspaper news, pub- lege as Ambassador from JaDr. Harold Stevens and Ed this trip abroad.
Uhrig, council publicity agent,
Upon their return from licity, advertising, sales, engin• pan to America, but more imwill sit in on this meetmg. The France and Switzerland, they eering and music. A student in- portant, a friend of all, Kingo
council stressed the import- wHl resume their studies at terested in any department was cited as the recipient of
may gaiq experience through this special award.
ance and practicality of this F.astern.

FM FrequenCi Offered By

KEWCT0Ca,rripus -.

Ambassador Award
Presented lo Kingo
By Ea·stern Students

VOLUME 12

CHENEY, WASHINGTON

Miss Kracher was also
awarded an EWSC Alumni Association scholarship as were
Charles Armsbury and Christine Nussbaum.

Donna Cranford
Chosen Spring
Quarter Sponsor
Miss Donna Cran£ord, a major in the ROTC Sponsor corps,
has recently been named Coed of the Quarter for that
group.
She was recognized for her
work as public information officer of the corps.
At this meeting, the last of
the quarter 'for the Sponsor
corps, the officers' wives were
honored. Those honored were
Mrs. E. G. Nilsson, Mrs. D. B.
Irvin, Mrs. T. R. Laube, Mrs.
B. L. Gregory, Mrs. T. R. Whalen, and Mrs. Alex Stewart.
Commander Myrna Feil inod.uced ~ajor Thomas R.
aube who will be next year's
Sponsor corps advisor. Major
Laube will succeed Captain
'l'homas R. Whalen, who has
sponsored the auxiliary for the
past three years.

t

Also on the program were
brief talks given by each sponsor that was a candidate for
corps commander. Those who
spoke on some aspect of the
organization were Major Donna Cran£ord, Lt. Col. Sharon
Easton and Lt. Col. Jo Dee
Hess.

Arts Festival
Begins June 18
EWSC Creative Arts festival
will begin June 18, with special ~fferings in art, speech and
music.
Dr. Robert D. Thompson, visiting professor from the N. Y.
College at Ithaca, will give
three two-week courses in
phonics, audiology and aural
rchabilitaion. These speech
workshops may be taken separately or as a group and may
be credited toward certification by the American Speech
and Hearing association.
Howard Duall, MFA, a profC'ssional designer and craftsman, will be in charge of a
crafts and design workshop,
while Eastern's Joseph Daugherty, assistant professor of art,
will lead workshops in ceramics and sculpture. Opal Fleckenstein will teach mosaics and
crafts.
l.Jorris West, former superintendent of music for Spokane
schools, will be featured in the
music workshops. Offerings in
this <Jepartment will include
reading workshops in instrumental and choral music. Other sumiµer professors will be
Dr. Ralph Man;io, Arthur Biel
and Harold Anderson.
A full' schedule of regular
summer guarter classes from
June 18 thro\lgh August 3 will
be offered in art, music, and
drama, along with a program
of lectures and concerts.
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SOUNDING BOARD
Editor's note: This is a copy
of a letter sent to the Town

EASTERN WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
Publl11hed weekl,. durms the acbool Tear, except ncatloia and
holid&J'I and period• lmmedlatel:, precedln,r b:, the Aaaoclateo
Student.I of Eutern Wuhlnston Colleee of Education. Cheney
Wuh. Application for re-entry at Cheney, Waahlnsrton, pending.
Entered u Second Claa Matter NoY. 8, 1916, at the Poat Of!ict
0
at CbeueJ', Wuhlnsrton, under the Act of Congreu March 8, 187i.
•
-'- AdvertiaLnir rate■ furnlahed on application. Represented for
~ national adnrtf■lna by National Advertl_11ing, Inc., 420 Madlaon
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A•enue, New York 17, New York. Rhiht to decline any adverti11in11 l1 reaened.
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EDITOR IN CHIEF .................................................... Bob Stevens
NEWS EDITOR ...................................................... Sharon Williams
ASSOCIATE , EDITOR ............................................ Joan McCallum
BUSINESS MANAGER ................................................ Bob Spencer
SPORTS EDITOR .................................................... Walt Hartman

By Bob Stevens

Now that this school year is drawing to a close, I suddenly
realize that this is my last issue as editor. Come Wednesday
morning I w1ll empty my desk, kiss my typewriter and shuffle
sadly out the door.
In looking back over the past year:s journalistic activities,
I find many very rewarding experiences. We have championed
quite a few causes; some good and some not so good, but almost
always, we have been given just consideration by our readers.
This has truly been a growing experience for me and I am
indeed thankful for the opportunities that have been granted me.
I am more than grateful to my wonderful staff for the unlimited support that they have given me through the year. Without these people to assist me, I would never have been able
to survive.

I would particularly like to thank Sharon Williams and Joan
McCallum, without whose editorial help I would have been
lost in piles of news copy. My thanks to our advisor, Mr. Pat
McManus, for standing by us and giving us the guidance and
the direction which we beginners in the field are continually
in need of. My thanks to Chuck Plumb for his dauntless efforts
in providing feature material for our sometimes sparsely filled
pages.
My business manager, Bob Spencer, deserves special gratitude
for providing us with the advertising which is a financial necessity for any newspaper.
Ivan Munk, The Easte1(per's artist, will not be
fovgotten
1
either. Iv took brush and pen in hand to give _us some of the
best editorial cartoons ever to reach the Easterner's pages.
On a few short minutes' notice, our man Munk scratched out
creations to fit any issue, whatever it happened to be.
I would like to thank the sports writers, the reporters, the
photographers, the copy readers, the errand boys and the circulation manager. Thanks to SanDee for her words of wisdom
on the latest fashion trends and Don Egbers for his fine coverage of the art world. I want to thank all of those people who
hleped to make the Easterner a paper to be proud of.
Particular thanks to my good friends Mike Lehan and Don
Dressel, the three of us are still reeling from the effects of our
last controversial blast. We hope that our efforts have gone
for some good. Due to the time element involved, there are
many things that we will have to leave unsaid. But as to the
things which we have voiced in our editorials, we would never
retract a word. Although many people have found it impossible
to agree with us, nevertheless, we have ,caused some to think
(possibl'y for the first time) and of this achievement we are
truly proud.

This has been a full year with its ups and its downs. We have
made mistakes but we have garnered a great deal from them .
Good luck and best wishes to next year's editors. I am confident that next year's Easterner will bring the students of this
college bigger and better things. I sincerely hope that future
staff members will be able to profit by our mistakes as well
as our successes.
Again, thanks to all of the students and faculty of Eastern
who have helped to give me a most enjoyable year as editor.

Crier.

May 24, 1962
The Town Crier
P. 0. Box 251
Spokane, Washington
Gentlemen:
ln the mail today, addressed
to me, was some correspondence put out by the Freedom
School, ''The Town Crier." It is
apparently living up to its
n~1me the crier. I read the
open letter to " all fellow Americans," reread the editorial by
th\.,, Easterner newspaper and
read the comments by the two
Spokane papers.
First of all, so that there will
be no misconceptions and so
you people may deposit this
letter in the wastebasket or
with J. Edgar, let me say that
I am in complete disagreement
with the so called freedom
school. Furthermore, I question

the loyalty of any group- Communist, Fascicst, or Freedomwho would take away any of
the freedoms guaranteed by
the constitution. You claim
that you believe in freedom of
the pre~s unquestionably, except in state supported schools,
especially if they happen to
print derogatory literature
against you. Having read, as I
said, the reports of local papers on the supject thoroughly,
and your editorial, I am even
more inclined behind the Easterner. Perhaps the remarks
made concerning Mr. Szarbo's
broken Hungarian were unnecessary; in all other points I can
see no attempt to wa:rp the
ideals of future educators. Personally I will match the ~ntegrity of tbe student population
against that of freedom groups
at any time; and further I will
accept the views of the editor,ial staff of t}te Easterner well
ahead of youf-s or that of the
local newspapers, This is not ·
the writing of one who cannot
and will not accept responsibility. I am a student at Eastern and wjll graduate this
spring with a B. A. in French
and a near major in history.
The latter, I feel, qualifies me
as ha¥ing a little knowledge of
the rights and liberties of men
and their usurpatjon by others,
such as you.
Further, while Eastern is tax
supported it is not totally without cost. The commuter pays
over $200.00 not counting
books and residents pay even
more. By virtue of the fact that
we pay for our schooling and
our newspaper and a great
many of us hold jobs and are
therefore tax payers as are our
parents, we have a defined
right to our opinions. I believe
most students agree with the
Easterner editors but if we
don't that is our business and
we will say so. I challenge your
right to determine what can
be printed in ours or any newspaper. If you believe you have
this right to proofread, if you

think that you can tell us what
we can read or write or say,
then you will surely believe
yourselves capable of telling
us what to think. This by your
own admission is the tactics of
those you purport to fight, and
thi~ is as un-American for you
as it is for them.
No nation need fear anything
as long as there are means by
which differences of opinion
can be expressed. But if you
believe that you have the right
to you:.: opinion and deny the
same right to others, if you
believe you have the right to
print your opinions yet would
again deny this right to others,
then you a're no better than
those you denounce; in fact
your crime is more heinous
because you are committing it
against Americans. In conclusion, let me say this, I have
no fear of 'Russia, or Communism, or any other "ism" ramp:mt in the world today. My
greatest fears are those who
through stupidity, malice or
plain corruption maintain that
my ,right to be heard, regardless of my belief, and my right
tu hear, regardless of 'their"
beliefs, should be denied to me.
I am an American and what
ever feeling this stirs in you
matters little . to me. To me it
means both you and I may be
heard and for this right I will
gladly fight.
An American,
John M. Lubahn
Audubon Park
Methodist Church
3908 Driscoll Blvd.
Spokane 1, Washington
Dear Mr. Stevens,
I had the privilege of reading parts of "The Easterner"
put out on April 25, 1962. With
in this edition you printed a
wonderful article by Mike Lehan about the lhcal "Freedom
Fighters Inc." I admire you
and your staff and your policy
very much for being brave
enough in this day of criticism
to move ahead with such reporting.
I am enclosing a dollar bill
and would like to have a
couple of copies of the paper
if they are still available. This
money I hope will cover the
cost and your trouble. I wish
to thank you for this consideration.
Sincerely,
Rev. Horace Mounts
E"WSC Students,
We would like to express
our appreciation for the support given the Business Club
in its bid for the athletic ticket
selling contract. It is our desire to promote an effective
program which will add to our
reputation as an outstanding
college in business training and
leadership.
Sincerely,
Roger Prior
President Phit Beta Lambda
Business Club

President Patterson: Let No One Mistake Our Mandate
President Don S. Patterson

I am glad to accept the invitation to share with you one of
my firm convictions in this year's last issue of the Easterner.
·1 think it pertinent -that I review for your readers a compelling
obligation of all higher institutions. Historically, the colleges
of this _Nations have been responsive to three great energizing
forces. The earliest purpose was religious. With the growth of
our country there ~merged a second significant function. Fields
of knowledge were expanding. Self-government was becoming
more complex. New disciplines were developing. The demands
of American citizenship and the growing importance of the
individual reflected in changes of emphasis within the college
program. The developing of a more eplightened and competent
citizenry became the accepted goal of the undergraduate program.
While these two forces are still influences on college campuses, a third force brought a new energizing purpose to the
college experience. This was the evolving new feeling of nationalism and the resurgence of American idealism. This
became a powerful and prevailing influence within each academic community. This was a product of many factors. We
were maturing as a people. Respect for scholarship was increasing. We were developing pride in achievement. We were
becoming aware of mentality as a strategic resource. We were
becoming technically · ·advanced. We had developed national
· patterns that •were distinct and unique.
Th~ new nationalism . extended far beyond the common
PAGE TWO

view. It assumed that under conditions of work, parenthood
and organized study, activities of national life must be so
conducted as to contribute fully to the total well being of our
country. The college experience became oriented to realizing
maximum power of individual will and mind. This development of the student is expected to contribute directly in fostering and improving our own way of life.
This college as all other American institutions subscribes
t? the -principle of building the widsom, strengths, and loyalties th~t are needed by our own peoples today and in the years
ahead. We view ourselves as an important part of the instrument of power upon which national survival itself depends.
We join with every other dedicated college or university in
the compelling obligation, paramount to all others,-that of
aiding in the fullest development of every student so we add
a justly expected influence to keeping this nation vigilant to
its dangers, strong in its posture, and true to its basic ideal
of freedom and self-government.
I trust Eastern has been effective in helping you as an individual student realize your own personal objectives. I know
you all realize you owe so much to so many. You also have a
personal responsibility. This debt can be paid only through
the exercising of wisdom, justice, empathy · and responsibile
citizenship justice. These are my thoughts in farewell to you
for this college year.
THE EASTERNER

Dear Sir,
On May 24 I received a paper in tl~e mail called the
"Town Crier" which is published by a $roup called the Inland Empire Freedom School.
I could not think where this
group could have gotten my
address so I phoned several of
my friends and learned that
they had received similar ,papers which were addressed to
their residences as was mine. It
would seem that someone has
sold a mailing list of the students at this college. I checked
and found that these lists are
extremely confidential and
both the office of the registrar
and the Dean's office are interested in finding out how these
names and addresses 'were released. This paper attacked
some editorials in the "Easterner." Though I felt some of
its complaints were legitimate
(I cannot condone belittling a
Hungarian's inability to speak
good English), its attempt to
prove, through intimation, that
the staff of the "Easterner"
is controlled by communists
was a miserable failure. This
publication then called for an
investigation of Eastern and
with this I fully concur. I differ from the stand of this
group in that I don't feel that
it is the "Easterner" which
should be investigated. I believe that the A. S. B. should
ask that the Attorney General's office of the State of Washington investigate the release
ington investigate the releasal
of the mailing list used by this
group. For an employee of this
college to sell such a list is
highly illegal. There ar,e many
students such as mys~H, I am
sure, who don't want their
names linked in any way to
this•group-not even on a mailing list in their possession. It
is certainly tim~ for an investigation!
Sincerely,
Dan Andrews
Carl Ray, President
Senior class
Dear Sirs,
Well gentlemen, you've done
it.
You've kept the graduation
procedures and the final testing procedures for graduating
seniors such a secret that no
one seems to know what is
happening.
You have fewer security
leaks than the Central Intelligence Agency. They could use
a few close-mouthed men like
you.
When it comes to the point
where the instructors start
asking the gradauting seniors
when they are to take their
finals, it seems you have outdone yourselves. Perhaps you
could relent just · a little and
give us a few hints as to what
to expect and when to expect
it.

The only good part I can see
in the whole thing, is that perhaps you haven't told the guest
speaker what he is to speak on.
This would be very good because an impromptu speech is
~1lmost always much shorter
than a prepared one.
Signed,
Wayne Worthen
Believe it or not, some unusual couples enjoy studying
together on Saturday night, At
least they think they'd enjoy
jt_
It seems that these students
feel that there is no place on
campus where a couple can
study together on a weekend.
But of course that's ridiculous.
Just take a look around our
intellectual institution. There
are plenty of ideal places for
study-the Sub cafeteria, TV
lounge, under any street lamp,
the steps of Showalter, or even
passion pit.
Who needs a campus library,
or any other convenient building, for that matter? You can
always pick up your gal and
(co~tinued on page 5)
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Above is onef of the small labs which will be utilized by students who are working on small proiects. Here it still remains
cluttered awaiting finishing touches.

. . 't.
'<:.

This is Eastern's gateway to science in the future.

,,

Science Building
)

Nears Completion
The building, which was originally scheduled Ior completion ·and use by summe,r
qua1rler, is awaiting its finishing touches.

A convenient-sized greenhouse is located in the center of the U-shaped science structure.

j :•

e &tt

f.>O}fti

••e
•..•.,

A master control panel regulates the gas supply throughout
the building. It also serves other purposes to Easter.n's science
department.

This is one of the well-lighted classrooms for studies in the sciences.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 1962
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Speech Correction Classes
Offer Services To Many
An eight year old dream has finally become a reality. The
Creative Arts Division, department of speech, announced that
courses leading to a certification in spe_e ch correction will be
offered at Eastern starting this summer.

This action stems · from the
fact that lisp, hesitant speech,
distorted articulation, and other speech difficulties · have
grown into a national problem.

Miss Alice Moe, an asistant
professor of speech, said that
in eight years of enrollment,
speech correction courses have
grown from five to ·25.35 during the year, and to 40 and 50
during the summer session.
College students and pupils
from the Campus school were
at first the only beneficiaries
of the clinic. Services have
grown until the clinic is now
serving children and adults
from four Northwest statesCoulee City, Ritzville, Fairchild, Medical Lake, and other
cities, .in addition to the Campus and Betz schools, and the
college. Fifteen credits are
given to students who have
taken the course, and have
studied further. They serve on
city and county staffs.
The brand new science building will be the nucleus of
speech correction activities.
And for those of you who fear
the summer heat their is no
need to turn your head, because the building is air conditioned.
The following is a rundown
on the classes to be given here
this summer;
There will be three concurrent workshops, all 2-5 p. m.
daily. Three credits will be
given for each class.
June 18-29-Phonetics ,
July 2-13-Audiology
July 16-27-Aural Rehabilitation.

Besides Miss Moe, Robert C.
Thompson, director of the
Speech clinic at Ithaca college,
N. Y., with ASHA accreditation, will be here to help conduct these summer sessions.
480 Speech Re-education, an
introduction to speech problems, will be given by Miss
Moe at 8:10 daily.
" 481 Spe-ech correction will
I
be given by Miss Moe daily at
'
9:20. This course deals with the
study of speech disorders. Emphasis is placed on those who
.• .. ~\~} . ~-~· s}·
require special handling.
482 Clinical practice, which
provides work under supervision in connection with remedial speech programs in the
Campus school ancl college,
will be taught jointly by Miss
Moe and Mr. Thompson. ' ·
Dr. Dorvan H. Breitenfeldt
(ASHA) will join the staff this
coming' fall.
Anyone who is interested in
taking these courses-either
for certification or therapy are
urged to contact Miss Moe at
It was rough going for the IK pages during into the national service · honorary. Clashing
the Speech Center before sum- "Heck11 week. But it was not all in vain. Soon the above (from left to right) are Earl Hale, Dan
mer registration.
pledges will know if they ha"ie been accepted Andrews and Harold Ott.
----------------------------------------------------

.ij
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Job·sNumerous

For Students
Willing To Move
By Chuck Plumb

Graduating seniors should
have no problem getting jobsif they are willing to move.
Ramond M. Giles, placement
director, looked over the job
situation for Eastern's graduates and found it to be one of
great opportunities.
Last year, Giles said, there
was, a need for 4638 teachers
in the state of Washington.
Washington graduates filled
o~ly 1679 of these openings.
The outlook this year, he said,
seems to be the same .
. Although the biggest percentage of Eastern's graduates is
assigned to the Spokane area,
this area is not where the biggest opportunities lie.
Giles said that Spokane is
just a small part of the many
school districts in the state and .
the United States. It could not •
possibly support all the graduates who want to teach there.
A · lot of competition is received from the. experienced teachers who desire jobs in the Spokane area.
.
In general, teaching demands are getting greater.
There are more openings for
high school teachers and most
of these jobs can be found in
'Washington.
In the liberal arts there are,
according to Giles, almost as
many jobs·. available as in education. Here, again, the graduate must be willing to travel.
l'.1ost of the jobs in industry
and business are found around
the high population centers.
Few can be found in the Spokane area.
B'oejng 'calls {pr many graduates to enter its training prograhts. Giles said that most students are put into training programs when they go to work
in industry and business after
gr,(luation.
The , Washington EmploytJ1ent Security officials reportett tJtat tb~re is a.~ Aemand

(c6nti.J\\ted
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THIS

GOOD
LIFE

The good life is a full life, complete with the comforts and convenience of
a full' living standard. It is also a balanced life, in which the stimulation of
earning your w~y in the world is sharpened by the relaxation of an enjoyable leisure time.
How did you learn about the labor-saving tools and comforts that surround your good life? Probably through advertising. What is more, you
can probably afford them only because of the freedom of competidon
brought about by advertising.
Because it can advertise, a company can offer improved products or
better prices to anyone in the natio~, and quickly obtain the advancaaa ef
mass prqduction. Because they can advertise, companiea In Amcdca
provided the good life for practically everybody. Can any other aadoa •1
as much?

•n

~DV■ RTIS·INO H ■ LPS YOU ENJOY TH ■ GOOD LIi'■

on page~8)
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Sounding Board
(continued from page 2)
head for the Spokane Public
J..ibrary. No car? That's simple;
you just have to . find one of
the many commuters who go
home about eight on Saturday
night: If you do hapi;>en to finally arrive in the city's intellectual haven, you're likely to
find about as much quiet, concentrating atmospfiere as you
would in a squirrel cage. Most
of the unmeaning patrons have
either forgotten or have never
known what it takes to concentrate on college studies. Better
head for home; you're learning
more about that friendly f~llow's fishin~ trip than you are
about chemistry.
Next Saturday night you'll
join the other couples at the
mixer and worry about the
studies on Monday morning.
Why should a college have a
place to study on weekends
anyway?
Vivian Pleu
MaxA person who regards voting
as "petty business" will c~~tainly make an excellent citizen. You seem to qualify.
When the presidential elec6ons come in 1964 will you
vote or regard this as "petty
business?"
Elections have importance
no matter where they are held.
Some people need the experience of using voting machines
and other election materfals.
Perhaps school elections won't
be remembered but the experience in looking at platforms,
making decisions as such are
important.
Another
very important
point is that each quarter you
pay fees. These people running
for various positions budget
and· handle your money. You
must not have aIJ,y concern or
you may not possibly care how
your money is used or where it
goes.
Rather than call school elections petty, you should look at
yourself.
Claire Adl~r
John Gruber
Julie Warfield
Pat M. Peat
Sue Rasmussen
Dick Shannard
Tom Baker
Bill Heaton

I have waited for some time
now to · express my congratulations and express my admiration to the editors and writers of the Easterner, to mention Bob Stevens, Don Dressel,
Mike Lehan, and all the others
who had the courage to express their own opinions.
These students should be
congratulated by our whole
student body. It is really quite
amazing that a small college
newspaper could cause Spokane's own Freedom Fighters
so much consternation. This
can clearly be evidenced by
the recent special editon of the
"Town Whiner" we all received last week. This "paper" has
done more to show the native
and childish unratio1'al thinking of ·which these pseudo-patriots are capable, and these
are the self proclaimed protectors of democarcy who would
have the Easterner investigated. Perhaps we can find evidence for a reversal of investigation, I mean l~t's check out
the . . .
·
who penned the Town Crier,
We should all be prou.d that
our Easterner is the only paper in the great Inland Empire with th~ f ortitµde to ~:1e,press, even though persecuted,
freedom of the ,p ress.
Sincerely,
(signed) Gary ~lair
Dr. Glenn Kirchner wishes
to express a note of appreciation to the staff of the Easterner, especially Chu.ck Siumio~s:
for the arj;icle in this last issue
on the work he is doing .at
Blair SchQol., F~child A. F. B.
Well
~titks.

don~?

Only state in the Union that
has a legal ~4¥1on foi: hunting
with a cros«l>dw is Arkansas.

Moses Lake, Wash.
May 25, 1962
Editor and Staff of
The. Easterner Eastern Washington State College, Cheney,
\Vashington
Dear Sirs:
I have received Town Crier,
a newsletter which attacks The
Easterner and reprints your
editorial page of Ap1iil 18.
Thank you for the courageous editorial on Cleon Skousen, author of The Naked Communist, and for the refreshing
report on Spokane's Town
Meeting of April 11. The Minutemen, the John Birch Society, the Nazi Party, and other
Radical Right groups should
be condemned. You have helped to expose their truly unAmerican faults. Do not be intimidated by their demands
for an inquisition at EWSC,
and · continue your editorial
po!rcy.
Best wishes, and good luck.
Sincerely,
Paul H . .Adriance
EWSC, Class of 1954

LITl'LE MAN ON CAMPUS

Well, I note by the latest
edjtion of the Town Crier that
our young blpndering journal
staff has gone and done it
again. The local freedom
Fighting group, Spokane's
pride and savior, has cited a recent issue of the Easterns as
basis for another alarm-sounding to our naive and unsuspecting citizens. The very idea that
3 bunch of spunky young pups
on our campus use the school
paper to express their opinions!
And to ridicule such cherished
institutions as the Freedom
Library and their anonymous
but widely acclaimed and accredited µaper, The Vigilante,
is unforgivable.
Unfortunately, the Town
Crier was released in such understandable haste that their
noted staff forgot to ink their
names and modestly turned
their backs on the resounding
praise heard throughout the
Jnland ·Empire for their courageous stand.
'
So it behooves each student
(the remaining 4% who haven't
been tabbed as Reds) to write
his legislators and call for a
Campus Congressional investigation to mop up the feared
red infiltration that plagues
our student body.
Tom Pickerel
Student EWSC

Dear Folks:
Many thanks ,to you for your
kind letter of May 4th with
which was enclosed the May
2 issue of '.' The Easterner."
The news account of "Senators Clash" is very well done
indeed from a reportorial
standpoint. All who contributed to it are to be congratulated Mr. Stevens:
and commended. In fact, the
Enclosed is an item which I
fashion in which this account hope you will
able to find
was written induced me to read spa~e for in the Sounding
the entire issue of the paper. Board. It is a carbon of a letter
Congratulations and com- I sent the Inland Empire Freemendations are in order for dom School, whatever that is,
th~ entire publication. This is concerning a rag called the
certainly encouraging and en- Town Crier, which I assume
heartening, to witness such ex- · you've gotten to take a look at
cellence journalistically as well by now.
as in substance.
Luckily I was able to find
Mrs. Hruska and I enjoyed
ourselves very much at East- some pink paper for their letern Washington. We found ter.
Incidentally, I'm a student at
there the kind of folks we truly
understand and entirely ap- Eastern.
Rich Dadich
prove. The frankness, the zest
for life, and the faith in the
5716 N". Assembly .
future of our Nation.
Spokane 15, Wash.
We send our thanks to you
, May 25, 1962
for a pleasant, profitable ocInland
Empire
Freedom School
casion and also our best wish.,
es and warm personal regards. Gentlemen:
Sincerely yours, r
l received iour special newsRoman L. Hruska
paper, "The Town Crybaby,"
U. S. Senator, Neb.
today, and I must thank you
for giving me quite a few
laughs: But you also distressed
Dear Mr. Stevens,
me.
We have just received a copy
of "Town Crier," a newspaper
It is very interesting to note
published by the Inland Em- that the editorials in a tiny
pire Freedom School, with our newspaper published at a tiny
daily mail. Not realizing what college could cause so ~uch
type of publication this might concern among a large organbe we carefully read all of it ization such as yours that is
with the following result. It is supposed to be so beneficial
our feeling that the paper con- and respected to all mankind.
sistently berates you and your You;r paper seems to reek of
staff for jeopardizing the guilt complex. Why should the
right of freedom of speech and Elephant of Super-Patriotism
in doing so becomes guilty of fear the Easterner gnat? Are
the same offense. It is our per- you afraid of losing a good
sonal opinion that Mr. Dressel's thing? Does your contributionarticle was overdone but the collector for those mysterious
editorial seemed in very good freedom funds fear exposure
taste in your April 18, 1962 ala Dick Tracy's Mr. Brush?
edition to which they refer.
students everywhere
Your editorial basically did areCollege
quite
that Commuwhat all editorials should do, nism is toaware
be
and
stimulated interest in the sub- fought. And theyfeared
know
that
ject and presented another
are intelligent means of
facet to an otherwise one-sided there
doing
this: by reading and
picture.
keeping
informed on political
We commend you for writ. issues, by
honest
ing what we feel to -be a well- government,supporting
and
by
fighting
,vritten and informative edi- to maintain the way of life
torial and hope you will stand that has kept us free all these
firm in the face of the opposi- years.
But not by sweeping ~ention for that too is th~ mark of eralizations,
a fine editor and newspaper- witch-hunting, andname-callmg,
assorted suman.
per
gung-hoism.
Sincerely,
If America does fall, it will
Mr. and Mrs. Deene Almirg
b~ from within, and this will
(EWSC Alumni)
ba hastened by organizations
Marysville, Washington
such as yours creating internal
The best selling book in the chaos.
world ls the Bible, with more
Sincerely,
than 25 million copies being
Rich Dadich
printed anlfually.

be

SOUTHWEST TEACHERS' AGENCY
1303 Central N. E. -

Albuquerque,

11

OU~ mAN5C,RIPr INOICATe'S YOU AIZE: Nor Ar:leQUA,~LY
PIZ£PAIZeP -ro FfNP AN exrrzA .::10B IN THE; COMMLJ.N ITY;-,
HON DO"JO!J exPE"C.,iO L-tVe ON A-re-ACHIND 5AL-~l<Y;>,

Dear Sir:
Just received an issue of the
paper put out by Town Meeting citizens wrathfully denouncing the college editorials
and urging citizens to write
their congressmen in protest.
I hope you have a copy of this
-or write for mine.
Am curious where and who
obtained the :rp.ailing list.
Also I may not agree with
anyone's editorial ideas but
will stoutly defend his right of
freedom of speech and press.
Eastern's editorial staff should
be free to acclaim or criticize:
it's the student body's papernot the alumni's.
Ruth Dye
Juvenile Probation Officer
Grant Co., Ephrata, Wash.

Eastern's proposal to establish a national student mock
election in 1964 was accepted
at the meeting of the Great
Northwest Region of the NSA
held at Coeur d'Alene, May 18
nnd 19.
The proposal was adopted
in the belief that it would aid
in fulfilling the goals and
ideals of the USNSA, which include the furthering and f ostcrJ ng of democratic principles
and government.
The proposal as formally
stated sets up the responsibilities of the national, regional
and local student associations
in establishing the mock elections.
The _first main American
road built with federal nioney
was the National Pike, extending west from Cumberland,
Md., into 111.in,ois.

~

Maddux Cleaners
No Waiting for our Clean Only Service-8 lbs. $1.50
If you prefer your clothes cleaned, spotted and expertly -.
pressed, then ask for our regular finished service.
ALL KINDS TAILORING & ALTERATIONS

1NEXT TO WESTERN AUTO STORE
Use Our Convenient Night-Drop

Our si-n cerest best wishes
to graduating seniors
May the world that is widening ·around
you 6ecome a better one because of you.
Maintain your ability to ,learn . . . every
day you do not learn sotnething new is a
day wasted. May you all fincl what you
are seeking . . . to your benefit and to
others.

THE

New Mexico

Eastern Proposal
Is Accepted By NS,A

I CRESCENT

Serving s'outliwest,
entire west and Alaska
.
Member: N. A. T. A. - - - - ...:.: Sal&J'ies
~>- .up
: • · I·
'
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ROTiC Department Awards
Given At Friday Ceremony
ROTC Achievement day was observed Friday. Awards as listed
.
by the ROTC department are as follows:
the Sponsor Corps to the comFirst on the awards list was pany selected as outstanding
Cadet Col. Richard Ator, who during the spring quarter drill,
received the Outstanding Cadet was awarded this year to Comaward. The award was present- pany G. Cadet Lt. Ray Mense!
ed by Captain Harold A. Rom- received the trophy for his
bey, U. S. Naval Reserve, and company from Dixie Carter.
consisted of a trophy donated
The outstanding Drill Pl'aby the C. A. Ratcliffe comtoon
trophy, donated by Safepany of Cheney, and a medal
way
Stores,
Inc., Cheney, and
donated by the Military Order
awarded
to
Co.
A, 1st Battalof the World Wars, Spokane
ion.
Cadet
Lt.
John
Betz receivchapter.
ed the trophy for his platoon
The
Outstanding
Senior from Sgt. 1/c Gale Stopher Jr.
award, a pewter tray, was giv- Each member of the •winning
en by the Reserve Officers as- platoon also received a medal
sociation, Department of Wash- from the ROTC department.
ington, state chapter, to. the
senior cadet who has attamed
Awarded to the squad which
a high military academic stan_d- !ias won the competitive drill
ing, who possesses and dis- squad event, was the Outstandplays high officoc potential, ing Squad trophy, donated by
and who has contributed ma- Brown and Holter Co. of Cheterially to the ROTC program. ney. Maj . Alex Stewart preThe award was presented to sented the award to the 3'rd
Cadet Lt. Col. Tom Windsor squad, 3rd platoon, Co. B, 1st
by Maj. Ray Giles, USAFR.
Bat.
Awarded to Cadet 1st Lt.
A medal for the Outstanding
Neil Wil'liams was the OutDrill
Team Member was awardstanding MS Ill medal, preed
by
the ROTC department.
sented by the national chapter
of the U. S. Army. Neil has The award was presented to
achieved the top 10 per cent the drill team member who
in ROTC grades and t,he top has contributed most to the
2S per cent in his general aca- team. The selection was made
by vote of the team members.
demic grades.
It was presented by Sgt. 1/ c
On the basis of high military Delbert Crosby to Cadet Sgt.
achievement and outstanding 1/ c John R. Reavis.
performances of duty, Mr.
The Outstanding Bandsman
Chick Lehle presented the Outstanding MS II medal to Cadet medal, presented to the mem1st Sgt. Fred Wong. The medal ber of the ROTC band, who,
was given by the Cheney bank. by his efforts, has contributed the most to the band, was
The Most Aggressive Cadet awarded by Maj. Thomas
award, provided by the ROTC Laube to Cadet S/ Sgt. Mickey
department and given to the Schultz.
cadet who has displayed outstanding aggressiveness of the
The Outstanding Physical
highest order, was awarded to Fitness award was presented to
Cadet Lt. John Vick by Col. the MS III, MS II and MS I caNilsson.
det scoring the highest in the
standard
army physical fitness
Myrna Feil received the Outtest.
The
following cadets restanding Sponsor award which
the
award; Cadet Lt.
ceived
was given by the Owl PharLondon
Willman,
Sgt. 1/ c Milmacy of Cheney. The award
ton
Brown
and
Cpl. Keith
was presented by Capt. Thom\Vright.
as Whalen.
1

The High Score Rifle Marksmanship medal, awarded by
the American Legion Post 72,
Cheney, to the three Military
I cadets who fired the higest
scores of the year (rifle team
members
ineligible).
The
awards were presented by Maj.
Richard Hazelin to the following cadets: first place, a gold
medal to Pfc. Mike Lehan, second place, a silver medal to
Cadet Pfc. Elmore Brooks;
third place, a bronze medal to
Cadet Cpl. Gary Slagle.
Given by the Armed Forces
committee, Spokane Chamber
of Commerce, was the Outstanding MSI medal. The medal
was awarded on the basis of
achieving
high
academic
grades, outstanding in the ROTC and displaying strong leadership potential. It was awarded to Cadet Pfc. Bruce A.
Leibrecht.

Superior Service medal, presented by the ROTC department to the MS IV, MS Ill, MS
JI. and MS I cadets having displayed outstanding ability in
the leadership and contributions to the ROTC effort during the past year were awarded by D:,;. R. F. Miller to the
following cadets: MS IV, a gold
medal · to Cadet Maj. Marvin
Morasch, MS m, a silver medal
to Cadet Lt. James Mitsui; MS
II, a green bronze medal to
Cadet 1st Sgt. Laverne Austin;
MS I, a bronze medal to Cadet
Cpl. William Heaton.
The Sponsor Corps Commander Memento award, a miniature sabre, was awarded by the
ROTC department to the sponsor selected as the sponsor colonel. The award was presented
to Myrna Feil by Capt. Thomas
Whalen.
The High MS II Cadet in
Map Reading trophy, donated
by the Cheney Department
store, was awarded to Sgt. 1/c
by Mrs. Hazel Bean.
The Outstanding Company
guidon streamer, presented by
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The Most Proficient Brigade
Cadet in Dismounted Drill
medal was awarded by the ROTC department to the MS IV,
MS III, MS II and MS I cadet
who has displayed outstanding
competence in dismounted
drill. Major Tom Laube awarded medals to Cadet Major Robr:rt Mitchell, Cadet Lt. Richard
'Knowles, Cadet Robert C. Egger, and Cadet Dennis Dokken.
The U. S. Armor Association ROTC award is presented
to the top graduate choosing
armor as a basic branch. The
award, a one year association
membership and subscription
to Armor magazine, was pre•
sented to Cadet Lt. Col.- Gerald
Stanley by Maior Bob Gregory.

National Rifle association
award is presented to the me·mher of the ROTC Rifle team
who has contributed the most
to the success of the team. Cadet 1st Sgt. Fred Wong received the award from Capt.
Dorrell Irvin.
Awards were also presented
to members of the ROTC Rifle
team, blankets, jacket or sweaters, according to the awards
previously received. Members
of the team are: Bill Scamahorn, Dennis Higgins, Fred
\Vong, Richard Knowles, Norman Hicks, Doug Redfield,
Allan Ellison and Dale Moffat.

Sutton Elects
Men of Sutton hall will be
under the leadership of "Lanny" Willman for the 1962-63
academic year. Other officers
elected were vice president,
Gary Frenn, secretary-treasurer, Keith Uradenburg; ASB
representative, Glen Crandel;
Sergeant-at-arms, Mike Hess;
social chairmen, Terry Bonny
and Charles Jungblom; publicity, Fred Wong; and AMS representative, Steve Geiver.

EASTERN REPRESENTS FINLAND AT MODEL UN IN SAN DIEGO
This is a summary of activi•
ties of the Model United Nations delegation here at Eastern. This group, under the advisorship of Mr. William Kidd
recently represented Finland
in the M. U. N. assembly at San
Diego State College.

Eastern's 12-student delegation to the Model United Nations at San Diego State college recently returned after a
successful participation in one
of the biggest student political
science ventures on the West
Coast.
The delegates under the advisorship of Mr. Kidd, represented Finland in the 13th session of M. U. N. The Model
U. N. is, as close as possible,
a ,duplicate of the actual U. N.
In essence it is a ~ame of politics played realistically and in
accordance with the foreign
policies of the individual nations.
Over 1000 delegates from almost every college and university west of the Rocky Mountains were at the session. Each
school was assigned a separate
member nation to represent.
The highlight of Eastern's
-successful performance came
when members of the special
political committee introduced
a resolution on the floor which
was accepted and supported
by the Soviet and Neutralized
blocks. Even though the resolution was eventually voted
down, it was one of only five
which succeeded in making the
floor.

L

By Don Egbers

Is art in the Inland Empire
of equal quality with that being created in other parts of
country?
Can we as college · students
plan on a growing future in
the arts in Spo\rnne and ~u!rounding areas? Are the civic
leaders in our communities
aware of the responsibility entrusted to them in appreciation of the arts and do they
encourage the showing of local
artists and craftsman?
As young people living in
the Northwest, the answers to
these questions and many
more, should be of utmost importance to us.
What per cent of the citizens
of Spokane are aware of the
paintings that can be checked
out from the main library . . .
at no cost? This library loan
show is composed of many
original paintings of Northwest artists, who have loaned
their works to the city of Spo· kane to be made available for
public enjoyment. Your library
card can be your passport to
fine oils hanging in your home.
In the past few years there
has been a gentle awareness of
the correlation between Jazz
and poetry. Some brave young
groups have offered this fine
form of entertainment to the
Spokane area. It was poorly
accepted by the general public. To the people who have
had the privilege of experiencing this art form, it becomes
a never forgotten experience.
To those of you who have not
yet had the opportunity of
hearing poetry read to jazz,
you ·have missed much. This
coiumn hopes to · see a rise in
this art form in years to come.
Since this issue is the last
for this academic year, I wish
to express my gratitude to the
fine arts department of EWSC
for their generosity in helping
me make this column a crosssection of fine arts on our
campus and in the surrounding
areas. Good luc!{
good
painting, see you in the fall.
Barnacles swim when they
are young. but in time they attach themselves p~r.µanently
to an object, frequ~ ntly the
bottom of a ship or a ~hale.
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Another intersting incident
came when the resolution introduced by Finland was voted
down before r~aching final
discussion on the floor. Not
exactly adhering to general
policy, the Finland delegation
walked out of the assembly
close on the heels of members
of the Soviet block.
While attending the M. U. N.,
Ea~tern delegates stayed at San '
Diego's El Cortez hotel. As a
sideline to the trip they also
toured Southern California and
even managed to slip down to

Mexico's renowned
for a brief visit.

Tiajuana

This move was staged in pro•
test to a lapse in procedure by
other members who apparently
. didn 1t want to play fair.
Next year's M. U. N. will be
held at San Jose State college.
Elstern is hoping to represent
thP United Arab Republic. Any
persons interested in M. U. N.
may sign up for the pre-requisite class fall quarter, or contact Roger Kromer, next year's
chairman, for further information.

-----·-()

Onbnp•~~

(Author of "I Wa, a Teen-age Dwarf"," The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

TILL WE MEET AGAIN
This is the final column of my eighth year of writing for the
makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, and this year, as in every preceding year, when I come to the last column of the season, I
come to a problem.
My contract with the makers .of l\liarlboro calls for me to
write a humor column and, truly, I do the best I can-all things
considered, I am not, I should explain, a jolly man by nature.
Why should I be? First of all, I am shorter than everybody.
Second, there are moths in my cashmere jacket. Third, I work
in television.
All the same, when it comes time to write this column, I light
a good Marlboro Cigarette, put aside my trauma, and try with
all the strength in my tiny body to make some jokes. Sometimes it works better than others, but on the last column of the
year, it just flatly doesn't work at all.
Even in the very beginning this was true- and that, you will re: call, was eight years ago when I was relatively young and-strong
· and had not yet developed that nasty knock in my transmission.
Well do I remember sitting down to write the final column of my
first year. Day followed barren day, and not a yock, not a boff,
not a zinger did I produce. I was about to give up humor a.nd
take a job selling mechanical dogs when all of a sudden, in a.
blinding flash, I realized why I couldn't think of any jokes I
I leapt up from my typewriter and ran as fast as my little
fat legs would carry me to the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes,
and I tugged my forelock, and I said, "Sirs, I am well aware
that you have engaged me to write a humor column, but today,
as I approach the ±tnal column of the season, I am far too misty
to be funny, for the final column of the season is, after all, a :
leave-taking, aud when I think of saying goodbye to my audience ·.
-the swellest audience any columnist ever had-the college
students of America-wonderful human beings, every man and

... .
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woman of them-wise but kindly-astute but compassionateperspicacious but forbearing-when, sirs, I think of saying goodbye to such an audience, I am too shook up even to consider
levity, and so I ask you, sirs, to let me, in the final column of the
year, forego humor and instead write a simple, dignified,
straightforward farewell."
Then I took out my bandanna, wiped my eyes, ears, nose, and
throat and waited for a reply from the ·makers of Marlboro.
They sat around the polished board room table, the makers,
their handsome brows knit in concentration, puffing thoughtfully on the Marlboros in their tattooed hands. At length they
spoke. "Yes," they said simply.
I never doubted they would say yes. People who make a
cigarette as good as Marlboro must themselves be good. People
who lavish such care on blending tobaccos so mild and flavorful, on devising a filter so clean and white, on boxing a flip-top
box so flip-top, on packing a soft pack so soft-people like that
are one hundred percent with me I
And so from that day forward, the final column of the year
-including the one you are, I devoutly hope, now readingmakes no attempt to be funny, but is instead a simple thank
you and au revoir.
Thank you and au revoir, makers of Marlboro. The memory
of our eight years together will remain ever fresh in my heart, •
and I would like to state for all the world to hear that if you
want me back again next year, I shall expect a substantial
raise in salary.
Thank you and au revoir, college students of America. May
good luck attend all your ventures. Stay well. Stay happy.
Stay loose.
O lOOUlas Shutmaa

•

• •

Small Max luu said It all. We, the maker, of Marlboro C111a..
rette,, can onlu add a heartfeU ,econd choru11 Bta11 u,e,r.
Bto11 hoppu, Star, loo,e.
-· - · ·
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Future Footballers
Urged To Attend
Meeting With Coach
Ed Chissus, head football
coach, announced that a meeting will be held for all inter- ·
ested football players. The organizational meeting will be
held Thursday at 3:30 in the
Capri room of the Student
Union.
All boys interested in turning out for next year's football
team should be at this meeting.

Three From Eastern
Attend Joint Meet
,

EASTERN'S CHUCK MESSINGER clears a smooth 13'6" in last \ He will represent the Savage team at the national meets in
weekend's District NASA track «nd field championship at CWSC. Si.o ux Falls, S. D.
,
.
•
I

THE ·O'PTIMIST
By Walt Hartman
7

,

Chuck Messinger, -:Mick Soss and Roger Kromer once again
headline Eastern sporting news as the trio had much to do
with giving Eastern national prominence in the track and tennis worlds.
Messinger, Eastern's outstan~ng gymnast and track man,
once again proved that the two sports do not conflict by capturing a first place time in the District NAIA track and field
championships held in .Elt'ensburg last weekend. Messinger
gained the tie on a leap of 13'-6" to prove that his conference
breaking performance of 13'-8½" last week was no fluke.
Messinger tied with Central Washington's Pat Katzer, the
same vaulter that the Eastern star had defeated in the conference meet. Both vaulters were chosen to compete in the
national meeting to be held next weekend in Sioux Falls, S. D.

Mick Soss and Roger Kromer turned the tale on Whitman's
Steve Ronfeldt and Ron Witten to upset the Missionary pair
in the district NAIA tennis championships in Ellensburg and
thus earn the{nselves a spot in the national meet in Kansas
City from June 7-9. Soss and Kromer defeated the Whitman
due 6-4, 3-6, 6-4, to avenge an earlier loss to them in a dual
match at Walla Walla earlier in the season.
In the singles championships, it was once again Soss and
Ronfeldt battling it out for the championship, but this time
Ronfeldt gained the upper hand with a comeback 3-6, 6-3, 6-3
win. It was only the second loss of the year f~r So~s who. has
17 wins to his credit. Soss had beaten Ronfeldt in their previous
match at Whitman in straight sets and despite the district loss,
the Eastern star stands out · as one of the favorites in the:
national' meet.

With this issue the Optimist column will go into retirement
after two years 'of a great experience for your editor. The
reins will be given to the very able hands of Terry Gamo_n
who has had much to do with the success of the paper this
year. Good luck, Terry!

Physical Education
Group Plans Sunday

U of O Professor To
Lead Workshop

Dr. Marshall D. Wattles, director of the honors college
at the University of Oregon
has been named to assist in
Eastern's two-week workshop
The newly formed Physical for leaders of superior stuEducation Club of EWSC has dents programs to be offered
announced the coming of its August 6-17.
first annual picnic to be held
The progra~, which is _u~on Sunday, June 3, at Will- der the direction of Dr. Louis
V. Grafious, chairman of EWiams Lake.
All P. E. members and their SC honors council, will be pardates are iqvited to attend at tially financed by the state
a cost of 75 cent per person department of public instrucneeded to defray the cost of tion.
the beach facilities, according
The workshop will explore
to P. E. director, Steve Strat- the philosophy and objectives
ton. Mr. Stratton has also of superior student programs,
asked that all persons wishing their place in American eduto attend be signed up by cation, types of organizations,
Thursday in order to give the characteristics and the most
dining hall an indication of effective means of develophow much food to prepare.
ment and administration.

Al Williams lake
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Dr. Don E. Batton, EWSC
assistant professor of psychology, read a paper on Methodology in Sensory Deprivation Research," at a joint meeting of the Oregon and Washington State Psychological associations in Portland recently.
Dr. Eaten is currently working in research in this area on
the EWSC campus and has received a National Institute of
Mental Health grant for 's tudy
during the summer.
Dr. Lovell E. Patmore and
Dr. Loretta Fretwell also att3nded the meeting.

Capta·in Stewart
Gets Promotion
Eastern's Captain Alex Stewart, Jr., assistant professor of
military science, was promoted
to the rank of major May 14
by the department of the army.
Maj. Stewart, originally from
Albany, Ga., has served in the
army for 1'1 years. He was in
the 224th Infantry Regiment,
40th Infantry Division in the
Korean conflict.

!:1f;;i

ROGER KROMER AND MICK SOSS shared the honors of winners at the NAIA tennis meet last Saturday. The two netmen
will represent Eastern at the Kansas City national meets in
early June.

WELL. ••
THERE

GOES
OUR

JOBS!

Intramural Track Honor·s
,c aptured By Off.1Campus
"There's no
monkeyin' around
when it comes to
WWP service!"

Men, Sutton and Hudson
The Off Campus team won
the intramural track meet
May 21, scoring 70½ points.
Sutton was second with 43½
followed by Hudson with 37.
Mike Leichner paced the
Off Campus win with three
firsts. Leichner won both
sprints and the broad jump.
Mario Ghislieri contributed
12½ points to the Off Campus
cause with wins in the high
jump and the 440.
Three records were broken
in the meet. Ron Brothers of
Hudson upped the shot put
mark to 43 feet, 5½ inches
and Chuck Jungblom set a
record of 157 feet in the javelin for Sutton. Jim McKay of
THE EASTERNER

the Off Campus team threw
the discus 135 feet, eight inches to eclipse the record by
about 16 feet.
, Mickey Soss and Roger Kromer will represent Eastern in
the national NAIA tennis tournament at Kansas City, June
7-9. The Savage netters qualified by winning the NAIA District 1 doubles championship
Saturday.
Whitman edged Eastern for
the team championship. Steve
Ronfeldt led the way as he defeated Sass for the ·singles title.
Soss and Kromer downed Ronfeldt and Ron Witten 6-4, 3-6,
6-4 in the final matoh.

Your Electrical Servant is
always "Reddy" to blast
off with dozens of modern
conveniences in the home
and at one of th~ lowest
rates in the nation.

THE WASHINGTON
WATER POWER CO.
•

•
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PAGE SEVEN

Cheater Hurls The
Honest Student
By Chuck Plumb

One of the major causes of
cheating among college students is the emphasis on gradepoint and the competitive grading system, according to Dr.
Kenneth A. Halwas, English
professor.
Eastern's president and two
of its instructors gave their
views on cheating and how it
affects the stud,ents.
Dr. Don S. Patterson, president said that cheating is not
as prevalent as people think
it is. A lot of people cheat who
don't need to cheat. It is just
available to them so they use
it. But, he asserted, there is ~o
more now than there was 1n
the past.
It is not only the cheater
who•loses. It is his classmates
and those who follow who suffer from his actions.

Cheating seems to be an indication of the American way
of life. Competition in the
form of a grade point average
i one of the primary causes
of cheating. Time limits on the
printing of tests were also
cited as causes of cheating. It
seems that tests have a habit
of findipg their way out of the
printing office into students'
rooms.
Dr. Nichols wondered whether the cheater actually does
lose. He is bound to remember
some of what is on his crib
sheet-especially if he stays up
late getting information for it.

Agreeing with Dr. Halwas,
Dr. Nichols said that the cheater hurts the other student. The
poor student who stays up all
night cramming is the one who
is hurt when the grade curve
is, rai~ed by cheating.

An examination, Dr. Patterson said, should show that the
incHvidual knows facts. Facts
are tools to think with. If a student must cheat it is evident
he has not mastered the tool's
of thinking.

Miss Schneider also received
the University Dames club
scl1olarship.
Other scholarships and their
winners include the EWSC Tawanka Alumnae and Vermiculite scholarships, won by
Edythe Durbin; and Boeing
company scholarships, won by
John Vogt, and Ray Shiflett;
Carnation award company,
Carol Devary; Hagelin Memorial Horne Economics, Geraldine Goostrey; the Louise Anderson scholarship presented by
Beta Sigma Phi, Joan Fricke,
Max Calhous, and Janice Baker.

11.L~VOU"R>
"<OUR ICE ec»(,

Also awarded ASB scholarships were Donna Brandenburg, Kristine Moulre, Dawn
Nagy, and Miss Pare-who also received the Dressler Memorial 'scholarship, Judy Barton,
Karen Richardson John Mat•
erie, Shella Catteralf, Reece
Kelly · Margretta Seidemann,
Teresa Taylor and Arlene
Johnson.

Departmental awards to outstanding students in various
subject matter fields were also
named.
Roger Harmon was named
the outstanding student ip psychology. Other awards went to
Patricia O'Mealy in home economics; Rodney Mitchell, ind nstrial arts; Martha Faulkner,
English; Lillis King; language
arts; Miss Richardson, music;
Gary LaTu'r ner in art; Les Raschko, radio; Franklin Doolittle,

chemistry; Johnson, mathe•
m:itics; Kingo Shiraishi, geography; Neil Nelson in economics; Edgar Schlueter, business
administration; David Birdsell,
business education; John Olson
history; Vincent Aguirre, social
studies; and Michael Clark in
health and physical education.
'fhe United Business Education association award to the
outstnding graduate in business education went to Ronald
Cowan. 1 Dennis Higgins won
tho departmental award as the
outstanding graduatin~ senior
in business administration. The
Wall Street Journal award for
the outstandi.-ig graduate in
business went \ to Louise Malikowski.
Research has shown that
printing is truly "The Art Preservative of all Arts," with approximately 92 per cent of the
knowledge we accumulate being gained through the printed
word.
'
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·Picnic P-ines
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PARTS

on

·silver Lake

OPEN ON SUNDAYS

Why park your trailer in town when you can

live on the l'ake for the same price and enioy
the beacl, privileges.

· · , He listed essay exams as
thinking type of exam. Tests
include too much fact from
text books and lectures~ It is
easy to look over on a classmate's paper and see an answer. But it is harder to get an
answer from somebody's writcngs and ideas.

I

• I

The faculty, Dr. Halwas said,
is in part, responsible for
cheating by giving exams that
can be cheated on. But, he said,
instructors are forced into
these exams because of the
size of the classes they must
teach. It is almost impossible
to grade over 100 essay exams
with the time limits imposed
on many teachers.
Rather than have an
system, Dr. Halwas
rather see institutions
tests that would prevent
ing.

Richardson, Marilyn Schneider
and Maureen Shiflett, winners
of the Boone Foundation
awards.

6000,THEN

Speaking on the honor system Dr. Patterson said that it
is something that resides i~side an individual. But until
the cheater realizes he is shortchanging himself he will need
to depend on what he values
most.
Some more specific statements were given by Dr. Halwas, English instructor. He
said that there was too much
emphasis on grade point rather than knowledge received.
If there were more emphasis
. · on creative thinking then there
would be no cheating.

,

,Tamshid Khalili, Iran, and
Byung Song, Korea, were recipients of the Associated Student
Body foreign student
Special schol'arships were
,
scholarships.
won by Kara Jordan, Karen

.

'

I

honor
would
make
cheat-

"I am convinced that a determined student will cheat in
any test," Dr. Claude Nichols,
history instructor, said. According ·to Dr. Nichols, it is not impossible to cheat in essay type
exams.
He said that he had a student who "psyched" out the
question ahead of the test and
prepared the essay in advance.
"A teacher just can't win,"
he said, laughing.

JOBS,
(continued from page 4)
for professional people in most
· fields. Spokane, they said, was
not a top location for finding
jobs, l:Jowever. Job hunters
were encouraged to move away
to get work in the big companies.
,
As far as the unemployment
situation in Spokane is concerned, employment officials
said the Lilac city has about
two per cent more unemployed
workers than the average city
in the state. The state average
for unemployment is seven
per cent and Spokane's rate is
nine per cent.
Officials said that general
agriculture and other seasonal
work will be open for those
wishing summer work. Students were encouraged to register for these and other jobs
at the Washington Employment Security office in Spokane.
I

PAGE EIGHT

Tareyton
delivers
the flavor
DVAL FILTER DOES IT!
.. Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Julius (Cookie) Quintus, ace javelin man and
B.M.A.C. (Big Man Around Coliseum). "A Tareyton would
even make Mars mellow," says Cookie. "Tareyton's a rara
avis among cigarettes. It's one filter cigarette that really
delivers de gustibus. Pick up ·a pack today and you'll find
there's Pliny of pleasure in 'lareyton.'1
I

~

.

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton
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